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Capacitively coupled radio-frequency (rf) glow discharges are standard sources in plasma 
assisted materials processing. Theoretical analyses of rf discharges have been 
hampered by the computational difllculty of simultaneously resolving nonequilibrium electron 
transport and plasma chemistry. We have developed a hybrid Monte Carlo-fluid 
simulation that can simulate nonequilibrium electron transport while executing with the 
speed of a fluid simulation. An electron Monte Carlo simulation (EMCS) is used to calculate 
the electron energy distribution (EED) as a function of position and phase in the rf 
cycle. Collision rates and transport coefficients are calculated from the EED and used in a self- 
consistent fluid model (SCFM) of charged particle behavior and a neutral 
chemistry/transport model. Electric fields from the SCFM are cycled back to the EMCS, and 
the process is iterated until convergence. All pertinent heavy particle (charged and 
neutral) reactions can be included as well as collisions of electrons with ions, excited states, 
and reaction prod&s. The hybrid model is applied to a variety of gas mixtures of 
interest to materials processing. 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

Radio-frequency (rf) glow discharges are routinely 
used for the etching and deposition of semiconductor ma- 
terials during the fabrication of microelectronic devices.’ 
Considerable effort has been expended to experimentally 
and theoretically characterize these discharges with the 
goal of obtaining a predictive capability for their 
operation.” The fundamental processes in rf discharges 
are fairly well understood. The manner in which these pro- 
cesses impact issues concerning control and optimization 
of discharge plasmas must still be resolved. The typical 
conditions of interest are gas pressures of tens of mTorr to 
a few Torr, power deposition of a few to hundreds of 
mW cmd3, and rf frequencies of hundreds of kHz to tens 
of MHz. These conditions result in bulk electron densities 
of 109-10” cm -’ and average electron energies of tenths 
to a few eV. A current challenge in designing plasma pro- 
cessing tools is the development of computer models of rf 
discharges that can accurately describe nonequilibrium 
charged particle transport and plasma chemistry, yet exe- 
cute quickly enough to make more realistic multidimen- 
sional simulations feasible. The goal is then to make dis- 
charge modeling an integral part of the discharge reactor 
design process. 

Numerical modeling of rf discharges commonly uses 
one of two basic approaches: fluid or kinetic.’ Fluid models 
solve Poisson’s equation and one or more moments of 
Boltzmann’s equation to obtain (for a three-moment fluid 
model) the density, momentum, and energy of each 
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charged species.7-9 These models tend to be robust, mean- 
ing that they execute fairly rapidly and can address a’ wide 
range of discharge conditions. The assumptions inherent to 
the fluid approximations, though, generally restrict their 
application to plasmas where the mean free path for elec- 
tron or ion collisions is small compared to the electrode 
separation. Recent studies have shown, however, that fluid 
models may be applicable at pressures below this liiit pro- 
vided that the total rate of ionization is well represented.” 
Fluid models do not typically resolve the electron energy 
distribution (EED), and assumptions must be made to 
relate the electron impact rate coefficients and transport 
coefficients to known tluid quantities such as E/N (the 
ratio of the electric field and the neutral gas number den- 
sity) or (E) (the mean electron energy). 

Kinetic models such as particle-in-cell (PIC) 
simulations”~i2 and “convective schemes”13 fully resolve 
the EED and the ion energy distribution (IED) as a func- 
tion of space and time. These results are obtained by inte- 
grating Boltzmann’s equation, either statistically (PIC) 
using Monte Carlo techniques for collisions, or directly as 
in the convective scheme. Nonequilibrium aspects of the 
EED and IED are well represented, and collective effects 
can be resolved. The disadvantage of kinetic models is that 
they are computationally intensive. 

Hybrid models have been introduced as a method to 
speed computations while retaining important nonequilib- 
rium aspects of the EED. Belenguer and BoeuP first intro- 
duced this method for rf discharges in what is now termed 
a “beam-bulk” simulation. In this method, conventional 
fluid equations describe the ions and the low-energy “bulk” 
electrons. A second group of ballistic or “beam” electrons 
is used to represent secondary electrons that are emitted 
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from the electrodes by ion, photon, and excited neutral 
impact, and are accelerated by the large sheath fields. The 
beam-bulk model can reproduce several essential features 
of high-voltage rf discharges, including the “a-to-y” 
transition.14p1’ Sato and Tagashira16 have developed a hy- 
brid model based on a combination of a Monte Carlo sim- 
ulation and a fluid model. A Monte Carlo simulation is 
used to calculate excitation rate coefficients. These rate 
coefficients are incorporated into the fluid model by per- 
forming weighted integrals over the rf cycle which account 
for the finite response time of the EED to changes in the 
electric field. The rates obtained from the Monte Carlo 
portion of this model are not completely consistent with 
the fields and charge density used in the 0uid model. 

Truly hybrid models of dc discharges have been devel- 
oped by Surendra, Graves, and Jellum17 and Shoenbach, 
Chen, and Schaefer.‘* In these models, a Monte Carlo sim- 
ulation (MCS) is used to generate electron impact rate 
coefficients which are then used in a fluid simulation. In the 
fluid simulation, the charge densities and electric fields are 
generated, which are then cycled back to the MCS. The 
process is repeated until convergence. The transport of ex- 
cited states is.typically not considered. 

Porteous and Graves” have developed a hybrid model 
using a fluid model for electrons, and a particle represen- 
tation for ions in a magnetically con&red plasma such as 
that found in an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) re- 
actor. Electrons are magnetized in ECR reactors and have 
low mobilities transverse to the magnetic field lines com- 
pared to ions, whereas the ion mean free paths are com- 
mensurate with the size of the vessel. These conditions, and 
the fact that the fractional electron density is roughly 50- 
100 times that in conventional rf diode reactors, allows one 
to computationally separate the electrons and ions in the 
cited fashion. A similar technique was used by Weng and 
Kushner to calculate the EED in ECR reactors.” In their 
treatment, the electrons were treated as particles and the 
ions as a fluid. 

Many nonequilibrium aspects of the EED in rf dis- 
charges have been demonstrated both experimentally and 
theoretically. It has been shown that the oscillation of the 
sheaths and secondary electron emission generate high-en- 
ergy ballistic components to the EED which, in some 
cases, may dominate the excitation and ionization of the 
gas. 13*2*-23 The periodic input of energy into this compo- 
nent of the EED causes the sites of excitation and ioniza- 
tion to oscillate across the discharge during the rf cycle. 
Such high-energy electrons can be responsible for the ma- 
jority of the excitation and ionization in the discharge, but 
their density is sufficiently low that they do not signifi- 
cantly contribute to the overall charge balance. The vast 
majority of electrons have a relatively low mean energy 
and high collision frequencies,13123924 and are therefore in 
quasiequilibrium with the electric field. It is these latter 
electrons that determine the conduction current and the 
charge densities. In fact, the total charge density needed to 
solve Poisson’s equation can be adequately represented by 
a fluid description for gas pressures ,100 mTorr and rf 
frequencies less than a few tens of MHz.~’ Recognition of 

this division of the EED into nonequilibrium and equilib- 
rium components formed the basis of the beam-bulk model 
of Belenguer and Boeuf.’ 

To obtain a more generally applicable model for rf 
discharges it is desirable to accurately represent all of the 
nonequilibrium aspects of the EED. This representation 
can only be achieved by using a fully kinetic description for 
electron transport. A hybrid model that fully resolves the 
nonequilibrium aspects of the EED while using a fluid 
model to obtain charge densities can be reliably used at 
signiiicantly lower pressures and higher rf frequencies than 
a pure fluid model (where the collision rates are obtained 
from the fluid-derived quantities). In such a hybrid model, 
one only requires that the transport of the collision low- 
energy electrons be accurately represented by a fluid de- 
scription since nonequilibrium processes are handled by 
the kinetic portion of the model. 

We have developed a hybrid model for rf discharges 
that combines an electron Monte Carlo simulation 
(EMCS) for the temporally and spatially varying EED 
with a self-consistent fluid model (SCFM) for the densities 
and electric field. Excitation rates and transport coefficients 
as a function of space and time are obtained from the 
EMCS. These values are then used in a neutral chemistry/ 
transport model (NCTM) that predicts neutral species 
densities. Collision rates from both the EMCS and NCTM 
are then used to generate temporally and spatially depen- 
dent source and sink functions for charged particles that 
are used in the SCFM to obtain charge densities and the 
electric field. The electric field is then used in the EMCS to 
update the EED, and the process is iterated until the so- 
lution converges. This process of iterating between an 
EMCS and SCFM has been previously used in solving for 
the electric field and charge densities in a dc cathode 
fa11.‘7,18 Reactions involving excited states of the gases 
(e.g., Penning reactions, multistep ionization) and charge 
exchange reactions can significantly perturb the charge bal- 
ance in low-pressure plasmas. These reactions have there- 
fore also been included in our hybrid model. 

The advantage of using this technique in rf discharges 
is that the hybrid model may execute faster than either a 
kinetic model or a fluid model. Poisson’s equation is not 
solved during the EMCS portion of the hybrid model. 
Therefore, the number of particles needed to obtain statis- 
tically acceptable electron collision rates is only ~0.002- 
0.01 of that typically used in a PIC simulation where the 
statistics must be sufficient to solve Poisson’s equation. The 
EMCS portion of the hybrid model therefore executes lOO- 
500 times more rapidly than a PIC simulation. We also 
note that it is not necessary to solve the energy equation 
within the fluid portion of the hybrid because transport 
and rate coefficients are provided by the EMCS. Since the 
energy equation tends to be the stiffest of the traditional 
fluid equations, its elimination speeds the SCFM. There- 
fore, the fluid portion of a hybrid model can execute faster 
than a fluid model that includes higher-order moments of 
Boltzmann’s equation. 

The hybrid model will be described in detail in Sec. II. 
In Sec. III we present results from the hybrid model for rf 
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Efectron Monte Carlo Simulation S&Consistent Fluid Model 

Null Collision Method 

100-300 Simulated Electrons 
10-200 rf cycles 

Drift-Diffusion Model 
Poisson’s Equation 

120 Mesh Cells, 5-20 rf Cycles 

FIG. 1. Schematic of the hybrid model. FZ+, n-, R, and n, are the den- 
sities of positive ions, negative ions, neutral species, and electrons, respec- 
tively. S represents production and loss rates, and (6) is the mean elec- 
tron energy. The bold arrows show the iterative flow of the computer 
program. The other arrows show the exchange of information. 

discharges in the pure gases He, Nz, and OF These gases 
are representative of electropositive discharges in atomic 
and molecular electropositive gases, and of discharges in 
electronegative gases. In Sec. IV, we discuss results from 
the model for rf discharges in gas mixtures. The mixtures 
are for an air-contaminated He discharge ( He/N2/02), a 
He/CFd02 discharge, and a S&N4 deposition gas mixture 
(SiHd/NH3). In this section we also present results 
from a companion plasma chemistry/flow model for 
the SiH@H3 mixtures. Our concluding remarks are in 
sec. v. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
The mechanics of the hybrid model are schematically 

shown in Fig. 1. Initial estimates are made for the time- 
and space-averaged electron density & and electric field E 
as a function of position z and phase 4. (We use #I to 
denote the time variable to emphasize the periodic nature 
of an rf discharge. Tie-averaged quantities are to be un- 
derstood as averaged over one rf cycle.) The electron 
Monte Carlo simulation (EMCS) is then executed using 
100-500 pseudoparticles for 10-200 rf cycles. The resulting 
electron energy distribution @ED) f(z&) is used to 
generate electron impact rate coefficients, source terms for 
electrons and ions, and transport coefficients, all as a func- 
tion of position and phase. (The electron kinetic energy is 
c ) A neutral chemistry/transport model (NCTM) is used 
to obtain steady-state densities of minor neutral species, 
and associated source and sink rates for charged species. 
The source/sink terms and transport coefficients for all 
charged species are then passed to the self-consistent fluid 
model (SCFM) . The SCFM is then run for 5-20 rf cycles, 
generating the density of all charged species nj(z,4) and 
the electric field E(z,r#~). The SCFM includes the pertinent 
plasma chemical reactions involving charged species, such 
as charge exchange. The EMCS is then executed with the 
updated neutral and ion densities, electron density Z@ and 
electric field. This process is iterated for hundreds to thou- 
sands of rf cycles (as dictated by the time scale for physical 

processes in the plasma) until the solution converges to a 
periodic steady state. The convergence criterion is based on 
the time rate of change of Ti, and is discussed below. 
A. Self-consistent fluid model 

The self-consistent fluid model generates the densities 
of charged particles and the electric field as a function of 
position and phase in the rf discharge. The density nj for 
each specie j is obtained in one spatial dimension z from 
the continuity equation, 

+ ; Ktyk’h’% (1) 

(Note that we have suppressed the index denoting the spa- 
tial location.) S1 is the source term (from the EMCS) for 
charged species j resulting from electron impact processes 
(ionization, attachment, detachment, or recombination) 
with ground state neutrals, excited neutrals, and other 
charged species. Sj therefore reflects the full nonequilib- 
rium nature of the EED. The drift velocity for specie j is 
uj and 0, is its diffusion coefficient. The. last two terms of 
Eq. ( 1) represent gas phase plasma-chemical reactions be- 
tween heavy particles (ion-neutral, neutral-neutral) that 
either deplete or produce charged species j. The rate coef- 
ficient for collisions between species i and j producing 
charged species k is ~~~ This latter type of reaction in- 
cludes charge exchange, ion-ion neutralization, Penning 
ionizations, and association collisions. The mechanics of 
data entry and execution for the entire nonelectron impact 
reaction scheme is completely general and is similar to that 
used for the CHEMKIN high-temperature combustion 
chemistry codes,‘6 but it is tailored to address the low gas 
temperature gas phase chemistry of interest. 

Tabulated mobilities27 as a function of the reduced 
electric field E/N are used for the ions or generated from 
estimated constant cross sections if otherwise unavailable. 
All such mobilities are contained in a database that is que- 
ried during initialization given the gas species to be in- 
cluded in the model. The electron mobility during a par- 
ticular iteration of the SCFM is found from the collision 
frequency Y(z,+) generated in the previous EMCS itera- 
tion. The mobilities of electrons in the SCFM are obtained 
by determining the best fit parameters A and B in the ex- 
pression 

ln PWJ) =h &=A In E(z,#) +ln B (2) , 
for all discrete values of z and # in the EMCS electron 
statistics array. The expression p(E) = BEA is then used to 
calculate the electron mobility in the SCFM until the next 
update by the EMCS. This fitting technique prevents sta- 
tistical noise in the EMCS from producing artificial local 
extrema in the electron mobility that are numerically un- 
stable. The electron mobility is, in general, well-repre- 
sented by Eq. (2) with the exception of gases having deep 
Ramsauer cross sections in the range of interest. In that 
case, higher-order fits can be used. Diffusion coefficients 
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Oj are obtained using these electron and ion mobiities and 
the Einstein relation Dl = p,kBTk The temperature rj for 
the ions is assumed constant and equal to the neutral gas 
temperature (300 K here). The electron temperature and 
mobility are obtained from the EMCS and are functions of 
position and phase. [The electron temperature is 2(e)/3, 
where (E) is the mean energy found by integrating over the 
distribution function f(z,e,,t).] The electric field that is 
used to determine the ion velocity at a particular spatial 
location is averaged over the response time of the ion. This 
technique prevents the relatively heavy ions from unphys- 
ically responding to the rapidly varying rf electric field. 

The continuity equations for charged species in the 
SCFM are couched in finite difference form using the do- 
nor cell method. For a constant mesh spacing AZ the ad- 
vective term is represented by 

an,, vjPjf -=- 
at I I xi- +2Az --kl%i-lq,i-11 +vjJ-,q,r-13 

4-C I vjJ+ lnjJ+l I -vj,i+ lnjJ+ II), (3) 

where nji is the density of species j at mesh point i, and the 
drift velocities vri are evaluated at cell centers. This formu- 
lation is used because it is second-order accurate and will 
vectorize. 

The transport equations, electron source terms, and 
Poisson’s equation are directly integrated using the Euler 
method. The kinetic terms to the continuity equation [the 
last two terms in Eq. (l)] are separately included after the 
transport update using a time slicing technique. The time 
step is dynamically chosen after every ten SCFM updates 
to satisfy the Courant limit At<min(Az&) for all species 
j and spatial locations i. We typically limit 
At(0.3 min( Ar/vjl). The time step is also limited in a self- 
consistent local field approximation model by the stiffness 
of Poisson’s equation:25*28 

again for species j at location i with density nji and mobility 
,ujk The permittivity of free space is eo, and e is the unit 
charge (e > 0). To guarantee stability, At is typically lim- 
ited to 0.5 of that specified by Eq. (4). With these limits, 
the time step is typically 5X lo- l3 <At < 1 X lo- ” s. 

For discharges at low pressures and high plasma den- 
sities, Eq. (4) becomes a rather burdensome limit. In these 
cases, the electric field in the SCFM can be damped to 
allow stable integration for a time step ~5 times larger 
than that specified by Eq. (4). Let E(z,t) be the field that 
was most recently ,obtained from Poisson’s equation using 
the instantaneous charge densities. Instead of using E(z,t) 
as the basis of the next fluid time step, we can use a 
weighted average of the field, which we denote as E’(z,t). 
This weighted average is obtained from E(z,t) and the field 
at the previous time step; E’(z,t) =fE(z,t) + (1 
- f )E’(z,t - At). Since E”(z,t - At) was also found using 

the same weighting scheme, E’(z,t) contains information 
from all past times. Typically, stable conditions are ob- 
tained using 0.2 <f < 0.4. (Note that if f = 1, one recovers 

the undamped solution.) Since one must operate at a 
smaller fraction of the Courant limit when using the 
damped field scheme [At < 0.1 min ( Az&)] the method is 
only useful when the Courant limit (plasma flow) is not 
the more restrictive factor in the integration. 

B. The electron Monte Carlo simulation 

The EMCS is functiomdly similar to that described in 
Ref. 21 and so it will be only briefly described with em- 
phasis on improvements to the previously reported model. 
A major improvement has been making the EMCS corn-. 
pletely general with respect to gas composition. Based on 
the gas species that are specified to be included in the 
model, the required electron impact cross sections, aniso- 
tropic scattering factors, and parameters for the distribu- 
tion of secondary electrons produced during ionizations 
are extracted from a database. These parameters are en- 
tered into lookup tables for later use. 

The electric field E(z,+) is known at the beginning of 
any given run of the EMCS, either by assuming it at the 
very start of the hybrid model or later by calculating it in 
the SCFM. The electric fields are interpolated onto a two- 
dimensional array for position and phase during the rf cy- 
cle having a tine mesh of equal spacing in either position or 
phase. When the electric field. is required during the 
EMCS, this array is interpolated for position and phase. 
The even spacing of the mesh affords rapid lookups during 
the EMCS and the storage requirements are nominal. The 
simulated electrons (typically 100-500) are initially ran- 
domly distributed between the electrodes with velocities 
randomly selected from a Maxwellian having a tempera- 
ture of 1 eV. On subsequent iterations when the EMCS 
uses the updated E(z,qS) from the SCFM, the initial con- 
ditions for the particles are obtained from the locations and 
trajectories of particles from the previous iteration of the 
EMCS. 

The electron energy distribution f(z,e,~$) in the EMCS 
is formed by periodically recording the phase space loca- 
tion of each electron (z,E,~), where z is the distance be- 
tween the electrodes, E is the kinetic energy of the electron, 
and 4 is the phase of the rf cycle. Numerically, f is an 
array known on a discrete volume of phase space 
AziAEjA4k centered on Zi, ej, and & Collecting statistics 
involves determining the (zi,Ej,4k) bin that contains the 
phase space location of each electron and then increment- 
ing f (zi,ej$k) by an appropriate a.mOUIlt. 

Two methods have been used to gather statistics from 
the pseudoparticles and form the electron energy distribu- 
tion. In both methods, the trajectories of individual elec- 
tron particles are integrated in time with time steps given 
by the minimum of the randomly selected time to the next 
collision, 0.01 of the rf cycle, or the time required to trans- 
verse 0.02 of the sheath or 0.01 of the interelectrode spac- 
ing. In doing so, individual electron particles find them- 
selves at different phases in the rf cycle. 

In the first method of gathering statistics, the particles 
are moved forward in time until they reach the next spec- 
ified phase at which statistics are to be gathered. Particles 
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arriving at this phase are not moved while they wait for the distributed on [O,l]. After updating the velocity and loca- 
slower particles to catch up. When all particles have tion of the particle using this time step, another random 
reached the recording phase, statistics are recorded, and number is chosen. If r, > $“‘/P”, where the energy bin i 
the particles once again diverge in phase as their trajecto- is based on the instantaneous energy of the electron, then a 
ries are again integrated with different time steps. Statistics real collision has occurred, and the particle velocity is re- 
are typically accumulated at fixed 2 ns intervals during the vised accordingly. The specific collision that_occurs is ob- 
EMCS. tained by using r2 to find the collision that satisfies 

The second method for gathering statistics is similar to 
that just described, but statistics for each electron are re- 
corded after every time step. The incremental value added 
to f(zi,ei,&> is weighted by the previous time step (which 
is different for each electron). This method is less flexible, 
but can be used to minimize statistical noise at the cost of 
a somewhat greater computational effort. 

Pinj-l < rz<pij (6) 
If r2 < fl”/Pax, then a ‘null” collision occurs and the par- 
ticle proceeds unhindered (that is, without changing its 
phase space coordinates) to its next possible collision. 

Ionization, attachment, and loss of electrons to the 
electrodes can change the number of pseudoparticles in the 
EMCS. When the number of pseudoparticles has increased 
or decreased by predetermined amounts, simulated elec- 
trons are removed or added (in a statistically unbiased 
fashion) to the EMCS to maintain approximately the same 
number of simulated particles. This “renormalization” be- 
comes less frequent as the calculation proceeds away from 
the arbitrary initial conditions and toward the final peri- 
odic steady-state solution. 

Electron collisions within the EMCS are implemented 
using the efficient “null collision” algorithm.29330 Use of a 
modified version of the null collision algorithm allows elec- 
tron collisions with species whose densities evolve during 
the simulation to be easily included. Densities of major fill 
gas species are fixed throughout the hybrid calculation, and 
minor species densities ( < 10m4 of the fill gas density) are 
known, either initially by assumption or later from the 
SCFM and NCTM. The electron kinetic energy range of 
interest is divided into a selected number of ranges. Each 
range k is divided into energy bins j centered on Ejk The 
width of the energy bins in each range is chosen to resolve 
any structure in the cross sections or structure expected in 
the EED. The total electron collision frequency in each 
energy interval vi (sequentially indexed from low to high 
electron energy) is determined and probability arrays are 
initialized for each energy interval. The probability arrays 
are denoted Pii for energy i and collision process j and are 
constructed such that 

The energy-resolved electron collision frequencies 
change during the simulation due to the changes in the 
density of charged and excited state densities. A modified 
null collision technique is used to avoid unnecessary recal- 
culation of the collision probability arrays. The probability 
arrays described above are initialized using the electron 
impact cross sections for all ground state, excited species, 
ions, and reaction products of interest. The densities of all 
of these species vary throughout the calculation and are 
not initially known. The collision frequencies are therefore 
calculated using the maximum expected density of each 
species i, ny. it? is known and fixed for the feedstock 
gases, but nFax must be estimated for all species whose 
density evolves during the simulation. If during the simu- 
lation a collision with species i is selected at spatial location 
Z, another random number r3 is selected. If r3 
< nj(Z)/ny, a real collision takes place and the collision 
algorithms are invoked. If r, > ni(z)/n~, then the colli- 
sion is “null” and the particle proceeds unhindered. This 
method whereby the null collision probability is not con- 
stant is reminiscent of that employed by Weng and 
Kushner31 in a study of electron-electron collisions in gas 
discharges. 
C. The neutral chemistry and transport model 

Three disparate time scales must be addressed in the rf 
discharges of interest. The shortest time scale is that for 
electron transport, the intermediate is that for ion trans- 
port, and the longest is that for neutral transport. The 
disparity between the time scales for electron and ion 
transport is the limiting factor in typical hydrodynamic 
and kinetic simulations of rf discharges. Many techniques 
have been introduced to speed execution of models, such as 
advancing the ions less frequently but using an appropri- 
ately longer time step than that for the electrons. We have 
chosen not to incorporate any such algorithms since the 
EMCS and SCFM execute acceptably rapidly. We have, 
however, capitalized on the condition that the transport of 
neutral particles has time scales that span perhaps lo4 rf 
cycles. The excitation rate coefficients that influence the 
density of these species are well represented by spatially 
dependent, time-averaged values. These neutral species 
densities are obtained from the neutral chemistry/ 
transport model (NCTM) after executing the EMCS and 
before the SCFM during each iteration of the hybrid 
model. The mechanics of the NCTM are as follows. 

$j Q=y., 
r 

$= I? j vi19 
-, 

(5) 

where vii is the collision frequency for energy interval i and 
process j, V; is the cumulative collision frequency for pro- 
cesses Ia, and Pu is normalized so that for m processes, 
Pi, = 1. A null or self-scattering cross section is added to 
each energy interval so that the total (and maximum) col- 
lision frequency P”[, including the null portion, is con- 
stant over a given energy range. (Here we suppress the 
index denoting the subrange.) The null collision process at 
energy ei has collision frequency g”“( ei) = *‘I = P” 
- Xjl/j(Ei), where the sum is over the collision process j. 
Using the Monte Carlo method, the time to the next col- 
lision is obtained from At = - ln( ri)/P”, where rl is the 
first in a sequence of random numbers that are uniformly 

After executing the EMCS, one has the electron im- 
pact rate coefficients for all processes i as a function of 
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FIG. 2. Convergence of time- and space-averaged electron density 5 for 
SiH@IH:, = O.VO.9 gas mixture for various initial estimates for & 

position and phase in the rfcycle Ki(Z>#). These coefficients 
are averaged over the rf cycle to obtain excitation rates as 
a function of position K~(z). These rate coefficients are then 
used to formulate the continuity equation for each neutral 
species: 

an, 9 -=Dtrn g(Dirn at 12 im ) -n&$oi, +sim, 

Grn= c KjMjms 
i 

S;m= C Kj&ij&k,. 
j.k 

GW 

(7b) 

In Eqs. (7), q,,, is the density of species i at location m, 
Kjfm is the rate coefficient for collision of species i with j at 
location m, and Ki& is the rate coellicient for collisions of 
species j and k producing species i as a product at location 
rn. S:, therefore represents the source function for species 
i (including electron collision process), at location m and 
ni,&, represents the %ink” function. 

The steady-state spatial distribution of species i can 
quickly be obtained by expressing Eq. (7) in finite differ- 
ence form 

h,,+l+ni,,-1) + [S~m/(~IDi> 1 nfm= (1 +m + [so,,/(Q/2~i> I ’ (8) 

where, for presentation purposes here, we have used a con- 
stant mesh size and diffusion coefficient. fli is the destruc- 
tive reactive sticking coefficient for species on the elec- 
trodes. For computational cells away from the boundary 
Pi = 1. Contributions to ni, by surface processes (for ex- 
ample, He + -+ wall -+ He) are incorporated into S:,. By as- 
suming that S$,, and $,, can be independently specified, 
Eq. (8) can be represented by a tridiagonal matrix opera- 
tor, and ni,n can be efficiently determined using matrix in- 
version. 

In some cases the factors 5’,!, and $m may themselves 
be functions of the species densities. The solution of Eq. 
(8) for all species is therefore iterated, recomputing S:m 
and 5$m after each successive estimate for ai,. Tens to 
hundreds of iterations are typically required for all densi- 
ties to converge to better than 5 X 10 - 6 between iterations. 

More iterations are required when S’ and L? have highly 
nonlinear terms such as for Penning ionizations. We have 
no formal proof that this iteration procedure will necessar- 
ily converge, although in practice it always does. It is also 
not obvious that solving for the steady-state neutral densi- 
ties after each call to the EMCS will necessarily result in 
convergence of the overall hybrid model iteration tech- 
nique, but in practice the method does converge in a phys- 
ically realistic manner. The iterated matrix inversion 
method is computationally faster than any time integration 
technique we investigated, and it consumes a negligible 
amount of computer time compared to the remainder of 
the hybrid calculation. 

D. Companion plasma chemistry model 

Many neutral species are produced having densities 
that are sufficiently low that they do not significantly affect 
electron and ion transport, yet are quite important to the 
deposition or etching process. For example, NH2 and SiH3 
radicals are generated in discharges sustained in SiHd/NH3 
mixtures for Si3N4 deposition. If the feedstock gases are 
not heavily dissociated, the radical densities may not be 
important to electron transport. In these cases, the source 
functions S’ and ZZ?’ resulting from electron impact pro- 
cesses can be used in a separate plasma chemistry model in 
which the reaction scheme can be arbitrarily complex with- 
out affecting the execution speed of the hybridmodel. 

We have followed such a strategy in cases where it is 
appropriate. The electron impact source functions S’ and 

TABLE I. Summary of conditions for hybrid model results presented in 
this article. 

Gas mixture 

rf voltage 
Gas amplitudes Electrode 

pressure at discharge gap 
(Torr) (V) (cm) Comment 

He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
N2 
N2 
NZ 
N2 
N2 
4 
02 
4 
4 
He/N2/02 

= 0.9999/8x 10 - ‘/2 
x10-s 

He/CF4/0, 
= 0.90/0.05/0.05 

SiH&Hs = O.OVO.99 
SiHJNH, = 0.03/0.97 
SiHJNHs = O.VO.9 
SiH.JNHs = 0.2/0.8 
SiHJNHs = 0.3/0.7 
SiHJNH, = 0.4/0.6 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.5 

1.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

75 
100 
150 
75 

loo 
150 
200 
150 
200 
300 
400 
500 
200 
200 
200 
200 
150 

2.54 Both with 
2.54 and without 
2.54 metastable 
2.54 He 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
2.54 He contam- 

inated by 
dryair 

2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
2.54 
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Se were exported to a plasma chemistry that is functionally 
similar to that described in Ref. 32, and species densities as 
a function of position were computed. Enhancements to 
that plasma chemistry model have been made and will be 
described in an upcoming publication in the context of 
remote plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.33 

E. Convergence criterion and timings 

A particular run of the hybrid model is declared con- 
verged when the absolute fractional change per rf cycle of 
ni the time- and space-averaged electron density, is less 
than 3 x 10 - ’ per rf cycle for 10 calls to the SCFM, and 
that this criterion is met for five successive calls of the 
SCFM. This method ensures that statistical noise and local 
extrema (in time) of & do not falsely signal convergence. 
Convergence to a single solution independent of the initial 
conditions was tested by starting otherwise identical runs 
with different initial values of Zfi and verifying that they did 
indeed converge to the same answer (Fig. 2). 

We have chosen to demonstrate the convergence crite- 
rion in a gas mixture with rather complex gas phase chem- 
istry (SiH@H,) to indicate that convergence based on 
nJ is sufficient to ensure convergence of other discharge 
quantities. Convergence time is dictated by the physical 
processes in the discharge plasma and is typically hundreds 
of rf cycles at low pressure (hundreds of mTorr) and thou- 
sands of rf cycles at higher pressure (several Torr) . 

We typically collect EMCS statistics from 100-500 
simulated electrons for 10-200 rf cycles. The transport co- 
efficients and source functions obtained from the EED 
have an acceptably small amount of noise ( < 5% statisti- 
cal variation). The SCFM is run for 5-20 rf cycles during 
each iteration of the hybrid model. Monte Carlo simula- 
tions are, in general, not vectorizable, but the SCFM is 
highly vectorized. In spite of this, the nonvectorizable por- 
tion of the code (the EMCS and NCTM) usually consti- 
tutes < 10% ‘of the total execution time. A single case 
starting with an arbitrary value of & typically requires 
0.5-20 h on a laboratory minicomputer (Stardent 3000) 
which has vector capability. This corresponds-to a physical 
discharge time of tens to many hundreds of ps, or up to 
5000 rf cycles at 13.56 MHz. 

111. SIMULATED rf DISCHARGES HAVING A SINGLE 
FILL GAS 

In this section we present a sampling of results from 
the hybrid model for discharges in a noble gas (He), an 
electropositive molecular gas (Nz) , and an electronegative 
gas (0,). Table I summarizes all of the discharge condi- 
tions presented in this article. The electron impact and 
plasma chemical processes included in the model are listed 
in Table II. All cases discussed in this article are for a rf 
frequency of 13.56 MHz. All voltages are specified as am- 
plitudes of the applied sinusoidal rf potential. 

TABLE II. Reactions and rates included in the hybrid model. 

s?rocess 

He discharges 
e+He+e+He 
e+He-+e+He* 
e + He-e + He** 
e+He+e+e+He+ 
e+He*-+e+He** 
e+He*-+e+He 
e+He*-e+e+He+ 
e+He**-e+e+He+ 
e+He+ -+e+He+ 
e+He+ +e + He* 
He* + He* +He+He+ +e 
He* + He-He + He 

N2 discharges 

e+l%-+e+I% 
e + Nz+e + N&9 
e+N2(u=O)+e+N2(u=n), n= 1,8 
e + Npe + N&4 ‘S) 

e+Nz-+e+N2(B311,W3A) 

e + Npe + N,(B’ 32) 
e + Npe f N,(d ‘&z”II,w ‘A) 
e + N,-+e + N,(C’II,E’P,a” ‘2) 
e+N2+e+2N 
e+Npe+e+N,C 
e + I%(U) -e + I%(u) 

e + N,(u) -e + Nz 
e+NAu)+e+Nf 

Where included’ 

EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, SCFS’ 
EMCS, NCTM= 
EMCS, NCTMe 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFMe 
EMCS, NCT’M, SCFMe 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM’ 
NCTM, SCFM 
NCTM 

EMCS 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, NCTti 

EMCS, NCTMf 

EMCS, NCTM! 
EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, NCTti 
EMCS, NCTM 
EMCS, SCFM 
EMCS’ 

EMCS, NCTti 
EMCS, NCTM’ 

Rate or 
rate coefficientb 

C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 

I.$- 9) 
5.q - 15) 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 

C 
C 

Reference 

31 
38 
38 
39 
40 
d 

41 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

31 
46 
47 

.c 18 eV, 48 
> 18 eV, 49 
< 14 eV, 50 

> 14 eV, 49 
51 
51 
51 
51 
39 
37 

N2 analogy 
d 
51 

N2 analogy 
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TABLE II. (Continued.) 

Process Where included* 
Rate or 

rate ccefficientb Reference 

efN2(u)-e+e-t-Nzi EMCS, NCTM, SCFM’ C 
e+Nf-e+Nz EMCS’ C 

e + N,*-+e + N2(u) 
e+N.f-+e+N* 
e+Nt-e+Nz+ 
e-l-N,+ -+e+N,+ 
e+N,+ -+2N 
e+N4+ -re + N4+ 
b-l-N4+ -&t-N, 
efN+-+e+N+ 
e+N+-+N 
Nf+N,*-N,* + N2 
Nt + NpN, + N2 
N;++N2+NZqNs++~z 
WV) + Ndu) -+Nz + NJu) 
N,(u) + Nz-Nz + N2 

0s discharges 

EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, NCTM’ 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM’ 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM 
NCTM 
NCTM 
SCFM 
NCTM 
NCTM 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 

l.36(c- 9) 
1.9( - 13) 

1.9( - 29) cm6 s-’ 
l.O(-12) 
3.0( -22) 

e+02-+e+02 EMCS 
e+O,-+e+O+O- EMCS, SCFM 
e -I- O,+a + 02(r) EMCS 
e + 4-e + 02(u = n), II = 1,6 EMCS 
e + Ope + 02(lD) EMCS, NCTMg 
e-l-4-e+Oz(B’S) EMCS, NCTMK 
e+O,-+e+Of(4.5 eV) EMCS, NCTMs 
e + Opt + Oz(6 eV) EMCS, NCTMg 
e + Oz-e + 2.0(8.4 eV) EMCS, NCTM 
c + Op.5 + 2*0( 10 eV) EMCS, NCTM 
e+ope+e-t-o,+ EMCS, SCFM 
e+02+-+e+02+ EMCS 
e+4+ +o+o EMCS, NCTM 
0:+0--o, + 0 NCTM, SCFM 
o++o-*o+o NCTM, SCFM 
o+ +0,-o: +o NCTM, SCFM 
02 +o,--+02+0, NCTM, SCFM 
0++0;~0+0, NCTM, SCFM 
O-+O-+02+e NCTM, SCFM 
e+4+02+02+0~ SCFM 

He/N,/O, discharges 
All reactions for He, Ns, andO*, plus the following: 
N2f I-Ns+He-N$ +He NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +Oz+He+Ot +0 NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +Ns-He+N? NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +Na-He+Nf +N NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +Ns(u)+He+N? NCTM, SCFM 
He+ fNz(u)-He+N+ -t-N NCTM, SCFM 
Nzf +O,-+N,+Oz+ NCTM, SCFM 
He*+O,-0,” +He+e NCTM, SCFM 
He* -!- Ns-N2f + He + e NCTM, SCFM 
He*+Ns(u)-NC +He+e NCTM, SCFM 

Nf+OpNz+O, NCTM, SCFM 
N+ -l-0,+0: 4-N NCTM, SCFM 
N4f - i-O&&+ +&+N2 NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +Os-+He+Os NCTM, SCFM 
He+ +O--+He+O NCTM, SCFM 
Nz+ +C&-+Nz+O2 NCTM, SCFM 
N2+ +0--+N,+O* NCTM, SCFM 
N+ -l-O,--+N+O, NCTM, SCFM 
N+ +O--+N-+O NCTM, SCFM 

He/C!F,JOs discharges 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

l.O(c- 7) 
2.7( - I) 
1.9( - 11) 
4.2( - 7) 
l.O( - 7) 

3.0( - 10) 
1.5( -30) cm6s-’ 

1.9( - 29) 
l.O( - 9) 

5.0( - 10) 
7.0( - 10) 
5.0( - 10) 
7.0( - 10) 
5.0( - 11) 
2.5( - 10) 
7.0( - 11) 
7.0( - 11) 

2.8( - 12) 
4.0( - IO) 
2.5( - 10) 
S.O( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 

All reactions for He and4, reactions from He&/O, involving He, 02, and their progeny, plus the following: 

e+CF,-+e+C!F., EMCS C 61 

39 
51 

N2 analogy 
d 
d 
41 
42 
52 
42 

52; scaled 
42 
43 
53 
54 
55 
f 
f 

56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
42 
52 
57 
57 
55 
57 
h 
58 
59 

55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
60 
60 
60 

N, analogy 
54 
55 
55 
55 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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TABLE II. (Continued.) 

Process Where included’ 
Rate or 

rate coefficientb Reference 

e + CFk+e + CF,(v2,4) 
e + CF4+e + CF&v1,3) 
e$CF,+CFs+F- 
e+CF,+e + CF,+ (4--x)F+e+CF, 
e+CF,-e+e+CF$ + F 
He* f CF,-CF: + F + He + e 
He+ +CF4+He+CFs+ +e 
CFr+ +F--+CFs+F 
F- +He+-+F+He 
F- -i-O: ~Ff0, 
F- +O+-+F+O, 
0-+CF$-O+CF, 
0, + CF: + 0s + CF, 

EMCS 
EMCS 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM 
EMCS, NCTM 
EMCS, NCTM, SCFM 
NCTM, SCFM 
SCFM 
SCFM 
SCFM 
SCFM 
SCFM 
SCFM 
SCM 

SiHflHs dischargesi 

e + SiH,-te + WI., EMCS 
e + Sii4-+e + SiiH,(v2,4) EMCS 
e+SiiH,-+e+SiHo-,)+xH EMCS 
e+SiH,+e+e+Sii: EMCS, SCFM 
e+SiI&-+e+e+SiH$ EMCS, SCFM 
e+SiH44ii; + H EMCS, SCFM 
SiH$ + SiH,- SiRIt + Sip SCFM 
SiHz f SE-I; -+SiH, + WI., SCFM 
e+NJA+IW+e EMCS 
e+NH,*NH,(u=n), n = 1,3 EMCS 
e+NHr-e+NH,+H EMCS 
e+NHs-+e+NH+2H EMCS 
e+NHs+NHr+H- EMCS, SCFM 
NH: + SiH; -+ NH, + SiH, SCFM 
NH; + SiH; -+ NH, + SiH, SCFM 
SiH2 + SiH; + Sii., + SiH, SCFM 
NH: +SiH; -NH, + SiH, SCFM 
NH,+ + SiH; -t NH, + SiH, SCFM 
N&+ + SiH; - NH3 + SiH, SCFM 
Sii: + H - -+ SiH, + SiH, SCFM 
NH,f+H--NH,+-H SCFM 
NH: $H--+NHs+SiH4 SCFM 
NH* +H--NH3+2*H SCFM 
NH: + Sii,+NH: + Sii, SCFM 
NH2 + SiH4-NH, j- SiH, SCFM 
NH:-i-NH,-+NH? +NHz SCFM 
NH+ + NH,-NH: -t NH, SCFM 
SiH; f NH, + SiiH,N + + Hz SCFM 
SiH: + NH,-+NJ&? + SiH2 SCFM 
SiH: + NHB-+Sii,N+ + H SCFM 
‘WI, + NH3 - SiHsN + + Hz SCFM 
SiH,N+ + NH,-Si&N+ + H, SCFM 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1.0( - 10) 
l.O( - 9) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
S.O( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1.07( - 9) 
5.0( - 8) 

C 
C 
C 
C 

5.O(C- 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0( - 8) 
5.0 ( - 8) 
2.64( - 9) 
9.54( - 10) 
2.20( - 9) 
l.O( - 9) 

3.0( - 10) 
2.5( - 10) 
4.6( - IO) 
1.3( - 10) 

6.36( - IO) 

61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
62 

32k 
31 
32k 
32’ 
32k 
32’ 
63 

64 
64 
64 
64 
64 

i 
i 

65 
65 
65 
33 
65 
65 
65 
65 
65 

‘EMCS is the electron Monte Carlo simulation; SCFM is the self-consistent fluid model; NCTM is the neutral chemistry/transport model. 
‘l.O( - 10) = 1 X 10 - ‘c. Rate coefficients have units of cm3 s - ’ unless noted otherwise. 
‘Reaction rate found dynamically from cross section and calculated electron energy distribution from EMCS portion of the hybrid model. 
dCross section for superelastic process was obtained by detailed balance. 
“He* is a composite specie denoting all metastable electronically excited He atoms; He** is a composite specie representing all radiating electronically 
excited He atoms in the NCTM. 

‘In the EMCS, we accounted for energy loss due to excitation to all vibrational states of N2. In the NCTM, a single vibrational state for N2 was used. 
The rate of excitation to that state was the sum of excitation to N?(u = n), n = 1,8. Appropriately weighted cross sections for excitation, superelastic 
relaxation, and ionization of N,(u) were used in the EMCS. In a similar fashion, a single electronically excited state for N2 was used in the NCTM. 
Nz is a composite species representing all electronically excited Ns in the NCTM. Estimates for N,(u) heavy particle collisions were made by scaling 
rate coefficients found in S. K. Dhali, Trans. Plasma. Sci. 17, 603 (1989). 
rA single excited state for 0, (Of) was used in the NCTM in a similar fashion as N,. See footnote above. 
hBy analogy to 0: + 0 - -+02 + 0. 
Estimate. 
iFull plasma chemistry reaction scheme is included in coupled model. See text and Ref. 33. 
kCross-section set for SiH4 was compiled from a variety of sources, and is discussed in detail in Ref. 32. 
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A. Helium 

He discharges have been simulated both with and 
without helium metastable atoms He*. A comparison of 
these results gives an indication of the relative importance 
of Penning ionization (He* + He*-+ He + + He + e) and 
multistep ionization (e + He* -+ He ’ + e -I- e) compared 
to primary electron-impact ionization 
(e + He+e + e + He + ). The electron-impact cross sec- 
tions for excitation and ionization of He* are many tens of 
A2, and represent an inelastic energy loss having a thresh- 
old < 5 eV. The EED can therefore be directly affected by 
the presence of He*. Collisions of electrons with excited 
states are included in the EMCS using the modified null 
cross-section technique. 

Representative results for He are shown in Figs. 3-6. 
Where possible, we have compared our He results with 
experimental measurements made in the GEC reference 
cell.3k36 Our choice of electrode gap, 2.54 cm = 1 in., was 
made on this basis. The results for He shown in these have 
the same general features as obtained in previous published 
models of rf noble gas discharges; we present them here to 
illustrate the basic features of rf discharges. 

The instantaneous electric field and electron density 
during one half of the rf cycle are shown in Fig. 3 for a gas 
pressure of 0.5 Torr and applied voltage of 150 V. The 
discharge parameters are symmetric about the discharge 
midplane because we assumed that the geometry consists 
of in&rite plane parallel electrodes. At times in the rf cycle 
that are separated by half of the rf period T, the left elec- 
trode and the right electrode become “cathodic” while the 
opposite electrode is “anodic.” At times an electrode is 
“cathodic,” the plasma near the electrode resembles the 
cathode fall of a dc discharge in that there is a large voltage 
drop between the electrode and the bulk plasma in the 
center of the discharge. In Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b), the left- 
hand electrode is cathodic at tsO.025T while the right 
electrode is cathodic at zO.425T. At these times, the elec- 
tron density is very low and the electric field is strong, 
exceeding 700 V/cm. The apparent sheath thickness is 0.35 
cm. The central “bulk” plasma is characterized by a high 
density of electrons and He+ ions (2-3 X lOto cm - 3, and 
a weak electric tield (few V/cm), both of which are rela- 
tively insensitive to the time-varying rf electric field. Elec- 
trons diffuse toward the anodic electrode (right electrode 
at ,-0.025T) where the field is weak, and then are expelled 
later in the rf cycle when the electrode has become ca- 
thodic (right electrode at zO.425T). This action effi- 
ciently heats the electrons, is sometimes described as 
“waveriding,” and is a general feature of rf discharges 
where the rf frequency is a few tens of MHz and the pres- 
sure is a few mTorr to a few Torr. 

The He metastable density, shown in Fig. 3(c), was 
calculated in the NCTM portion of the model using elec- 
tron-impact source rates from the EMCS and the heavy 
particle reaction rates listed in Table II. The effects of 
radiation trapping and cascade of excited radiative states to 
metastable states have been included in an approximate 
fashion. Two electron-impact excitation collisions are in- 
cluded in the present model, a composite collision cross 
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FIG. 3. Computed parameters for a 0.5 He Ton discharge with 150 V 
applied rf potential (amplitude). The (a) electric field and (b) electron 
density are shown as a function of position for ten instants during the Erst 
half of the rf cycle. The other half of the rf cycle can be constructed by 
symmetry. The length of the rf period is denoted by T. (c) The density of 
the composite He metastable level He*. Volumetric losses for He* are not 
important for these conditions, and so the density profile is diffusion 
dominated. The jaggedness in this plot is an artifact of the plotting pro- 
cedure. 

section to a metastable level He*, and a second composite 
cross section to a radiative level He** (Table II). The He* 
and He densities in this discharge are such that Penning 
ionizations (He* + He* -+ e + He + + He) and metastable 
relaxation (He* + He-He + He) are minor loss pro- 
cesses for He* compared to diffusion to the electrodes. The 
He* spatial profile is therefore diffusion dominated with a 
maximum value in the center of the discharge of approxi- 
mately 1012 cm - 3. The maximum He* density was found 
to be similar in both 0.5 and 1.0 Torr He discharges. In the 
absence of significant losses of He* by neutral quenching or 
nonlinear effects such as Penning ionization, the density of 
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FIG. 4. Computed and experimental values for the average density of the 
composite He me&table level He* (model) and He(23s) (experiment) 
as a function of discharge power density for He gas pressures of 0.5 and 
1.0 Torr. For these conditions, the He* density depends only on power 
deposition since volumetric quenching processes are not dominant. The 
experimental results are from Ref. 36. Our  computed values have been 
multiplied by 0.66. 

He* depends only upon discharge power, as shown in Fig. 
4. Here we have plotted the density of our composite state 
and experimental36 results for the density of He(23S) at 
two pressures as a function of power. Our computed results 
have been multiplied by 0.66 to account for differences 
between our composite state and He( 23S). 

The current-voltage waveforms for the discharge con- 
ditions of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 5. The V-I characteristic 
for discharges in this operating regime are dominated by 
the capacitance in the sheath regions. The resistive (colli- 
sional) bulk plasma is a small component of the overall 
impedance. The current waveforms for the He discharges 
presented here typically lead the voltage by 80“-85” and are 
dominantly sinusoidal. The amplitude of the third har- 
monic (frequency of 3f,, where f,, is the fundamental 
13.56 MHz) is 5%-10% of the fundamental. The even 
harmonics (2nfe, where n is an integer) have zero ampli- 
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FIG. 5. The voltage-current waveform for the 0.5 Torr He rf discharge 
with a 150 V (amplitude) applied potential. The discharge is dominantly 
capacitive, with a phase difference of W-8-85’ between voltage and current. 
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FIG. 6. The time- and space-averaged electron density for (a) 0.5 and (b) 
1.0 Torr rf discharges in He. The electrode gap is 2.54 cm. Computed 
results are shown for cases where helium metastables are included and 
excluded in the calculation. Microwave interferometry measurements of 
the line electron density from two GEC reference cells are plotted for 
comparison. 

tude because the model discharge is symmetric about the 
midplane. 

The computed electron densities for 0.5 and 1.0 Torr 
He discharges are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of rf volt- 
age. Results are shown for two cases, both including and 
not including metastable He atoms in the calculation. The 
calculated contributions of Penning reactions and multi- 
step ionization increases the electron density by a factor of 
2-3 over the range of conditions studied. The dominant 
additional contributions to ionization are Penning reac- 
tions, with multistep ionization contributing about 5% 
that of the Penning process. At 0.5 Torr, the incremental 
contributions of He* to ionization increase with increasing 
discharge voltage, whereas at 1.0 Torr the incremental con- 
tributions appear to decrease. We attribute this trend to the 
excitation of the He* being more localized at the sheath 
edge at the higher pressure, whereas the losses of He*, 
particularly by superelastic electron collisions, are maxi- 
mum in the bulk plasma. 

Experimental measurements of line electron density 
from two GEC reference cells34 are also plotted in Fig. 
6.35136 In order to compare a time- and space-averaged elec- 
tron density from the model (in units of cm I_ 3, and the 
line-of-sight density from the microwave interferometry 
measurements (in units of cm- ‘) we must assume a pro- 
file for the plasma as a function of radius. We assumed that 
the plasma has no radial variation within in the 2.54 cm 
gap between the 10.16-cm-diam GEC reference cell elec- 
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trodes, and that there is no plasma outside the 10.16-cm- 
diam cylinder defined by the electrodes. We note, however, 
that any comparisons are made with the knowledge that 
the infinite-parallel-plate geometry assumed in the model is 
only an approximation to the actual GEC reference cell. 
The reference cell is not a symmetric system, as indicated 
by the presence of a substantial second harmonic content 
in the measured reference cell current waveform.66 

Our calculated results are in fairly good agreement 
with the measured electron density values for discharge 
voltages up to ~300 V at 0.5 Torr and 175 V at 1.0 Torr. 
Above these voltages (which correspond to a discharge 
power density of z 100 mW cm - *) it is likely that sec- 
ondary electron emission from the electrodes due to ion, 
photon, and metastable bombardment becomes significant, 
and that the discharge becomes more y like9 (that is, the 
ionization that sustains the discharge is driven by energetic 
electrons that are released from the cathodic electrode and 
accelerated in the strong sheath fields). The secondary co- 
efficient is not well known for anything but pristine noble 
gas dischargers and clean electrodes,67 and we have not 
included the effects of secondary emission in any of the 
results present here. 

B. Nitrogen 

N2 plasmas have been modeled to illustrate the char- 
acteristics of discharges in electropositive molecular gases. 
Like He, N2 does not form a significant density of negative 
ions. The discharge is therefore electropositive, and the 
bulk plasma is characterized by approximately equal den- 
sities of electrons and positive ions. Unlike He, however, 
dissociative recombination is a significant loss channel for 
the positive ions in Nz discharges. Specifically, N2f can 
dissociatively recombine to form two neutral N atoms, and 
it can also associate with N2 to form N$, which itself can 
dissociatively recombine (see Table II). He + recombina- 
tion proceeds only through the three-body neutral or elec- 
tron-stabilized recombination mechanisms. For these pres- 
sures, recombination in He discharges is a minor loss 
process in comparison to diffusion to the electrodes. Sig- 
nificant volume loss processes for ions in N2 allow local 
minima to occur in the charge density profiles and for 
positive ion-trapping field reversals to form. These struc- 
tures are simply not allowed in a periodic steady-state He 
discharge. 

Typical results for a N2 discharge are shown in Fig. 7 
for a gas pressure of 1 Torr and a discharge voltage of 150 
V. The time-averaged charge density is 4-5 X lo9 cm - 3 
and average electron temperature is approximately 0.54 
eV. Time-averaged electrostatic traps for positive ions exist 
near the boundary between the sheath and the bulk 
plasma. The net flow of Nz and N$ ions into these traps 
is offset (over an rf cycle) by the dissociative recombina- 
tion processes described above. The cross sections for these 
processes scale at approximately E- 1,52 and at the low 
electron temperatures of these discharges, the rate coeffi- 
cients for dissociative recombination of NC and N: are 
4X 10 A8 and 3 X 10F7 cm3 s - I, respectively. N$ is 
formed in an N2 stabilized three-body reaction. It is there- 
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FIG. 7. Results from the hybrid model for a 1.0 Torr N2 rf discharge 
(2.54 cm gap) with a 150 V applied discharge potential (amplitude). (a) 
Charged particle densities and electric field, (b) densities of the composite 
metastable (N,*) and composite vibrational [N,(v)] levels. See Ref. 68 for 
the plotting methodology. Volumetric loss processes for positive ions (dis- 
sociative recombination) enable there to be time-averaged field reversals. 
Volumetric losses (superelastic relaxation, multistep ionization, and 
heavy particle quenching) deplete the density of Nf in the bulk plasma. 

fore surprising that for a pressure as low as 1 Torr the 
Nz has a density approximately 10% of the dimer ion, 
even though it is formed in a three-body collision and has 
a higher rate of recombination. 

Two minor neutral species are considered in this cal- 
culation, a composite electronic metastable level NT and a 
composite vibrationally excited level N2( u) (see the note in 
Table II). The density profile of the vibrationally excited 
species [Fig. 7(b)] indicates that these internally excited 
neutral species .are lost primarily by diffusion to the elec- 
trodes. The V-T (vibrational-to-translational) relaxation 
and electron superelastic rates are low. Volumetric losses 
of N*(v) are therefore minor in comparison to diffusion. 
The excitation of N,* is maximum near the sheath edge and 
nearly zero at the midplane. There are, however, significant 
volumetric loss processes for Nf. These are collisional 
quenching with N2, energy pooling with other N,*, and 
superelastic electron collisions with the relatively high den- 
sity of cool bulk electrons. The net result is that there is a 
minimum in the density of Nz at the midplane. 

Time- and space-averaged densities for electrons, 
N2( v), N,S, N,f, and Nz, are shown in Fig. 8 for a 1.0 Torr 
N2 plasma as a function of discharge power density. All 
densities increase with increasing power density except 
that for Nz. The fractional Nz density decreases with 
increasing power and electron density, apparently due to 
its higher rate of recombination. All densities scale 
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PIG. 8. The time- and space-averaged electron density for various rf 
discharge voltage amplitudes in N,. The pressure is 1.0 Torr and the 
electrode gap is 2.54 cm. See Ref. 68 for the plotting methodology. 

smoothly with power except that for N,*, which increases 
sharply at higher discharge power. This is a reflection of a 
rapid increase in the Nf density near the sheath edge, 
which results from a higher electron temperature there. 
Due to the resonant character of the excitation cross sec- 
tion for N,(A), its excitation rate appears to be more sen- 
sitive to moderate changes in the EED. 

C. Oxygen 

Discharges for various pressures in O2 have been mod- 
eled to illustrate hybrid model predictions for a homoge- 
neous electronegative gas. The electrode spacing for the O2 
cases is 1.6 cm. The predicted peak densities of charged 
species are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of O2 pressure. 
The time-averaged electron densities and electron temper- 
atures are shown in Fig. 10. At 2 Torr, the 0, discharge 
behaves much like the electropositive He and N2 dis- 
charges described above. The densities of electrons and 
positive ions (0:) are nearly equal and the electron tem- 
perature is low (0.2 eV) in the bulk plasma. The electron 
temperature increases with decreasing pressure, both near 
the sheath edges and at lower pressures; however, the dis- 
charge becomes very electronegative. The bulk plasma is 
still quasineutral, but a negative ion species (0 - ) balances 
the positive ion species (0: ) . The electron charge density 
is low in comparison, but must still carry the discharge 
current in the bulk plasma. The electrons therefore rush 
back and forth through the bulk plasma during the rf cy- 
cle, as shown in Fig. 9 (b), and have a high temperature 
relative to the more electropositive high-pressure case [Fig. 
lO(b 

Negative ions are confined to the bulk plasma by the rf 
sheaths and are lost primarily in ion-ion neutralization 
collisions in the plasma volume. As in the NZ discharges, 
the existence of significant volume loss processes (ion-ion 
neutralization and dissociative recombination) allows for 
time-averaged electrostatic traps for positive ions and local 
spatial minima in the charged particle densities. This is 
shown in Fig. 10(a) where the electron density (nearly 
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PIG. 9. Charged particle densities in Or rf discharges. (a) Peak charged 
particle density for various pressures in Oa. (b) Electron density as a 
function of position and phase for 0.25 Ton. The electrode gap is 1.6 cm 
and the discharge rf voltage amplitude is 200 V. The discharge is elec- 
tronegative at low pressures, but resembles an electropositive discharge at 
high pressure. The O+ density is always small in comparison. See Ref. 68 
for plotting methodology. 

equal to the positive ion density) has a maximum at the 
sheath edge which is maintained through nearly the entire 
rf cycles for pressures >0.5 Torr. There is, then, a net 
diffusion of electrons and positive ions toward the mid- 
plane that is balanced over an rf cycle by volumetric losses 
(recombination and attachment). 

Electric fields as a function of location and phase for 
the four O2 discharges are presented in Fig. 11. (See Ref. 
68 for an explanation of the plotting methodology.) For 
relatively low O2 pressures (0.25 Torr) the sheath fields 
penetrate a maximum of ~0.48 cm into the discharge vol- 
ume, and double layers are maintained at this location for 
most of the rf cycle. As the O2 pressure is increased from 
0.25 to 2 Torr, the maximum extent of the rf sheaths into 
the discharge volume decreases to ~0.11 cm. At higher 
pressures ( 1.0 and 2.0 Torr), the electric field in the bulk 
plasma does not change sign during the rf cycle, and there 
is a time-averaged electrostatic trap for positively charged 
species near the discharge midplane. The flow of ions into 
this trap is balanced over each rf cycle by volume losses, 
both dissociative recombination as in the N2 discharges, 
and by positive ion-negative ion recombination. 

The time-averaged electron density is typically maxi- 
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FXG. 10. Tie-averaged (a) electron density and (b) electron tempera- 
ture for various pressures in Or. The electron density peaks at the edge of 
the sheath at higher pressures, a consequence of volumetric losses (at- 
tachment and dissociative recombination). The electron temperature in- 
creases with decreasing gas pressure, a consequence of the higher effective 
E/N and the necessity to offset higher rates of loss by diffusion. See Ref. 
68 for the plotting methodology. 

mum near the sheath-bulk plasma boundary and reaches a 
local minimum at the discharge midplane Fig. 10(a)], 
particularly at the higher pressures ( 1.0 and 2.0 Torr). 
This implies that electron diffusion is acting to push elec- 
trons toward the midplane at all times in the rf cycle. The 
electric field for these conditions does not change sign on 
either side of the midplane and acts to force electrons to- 
ward the electrons. The electric field therefore acts to offset 
diffusion and to push the electrons away from the midplane 
toward which they are diffusing. Current continuity is 
maintained throughout the bulk plasma by a delicate bal- 
ance of the diffusive and drift components of the electron 
flux. Small changes in the bulk electric field either allow 
the net current to flow toward the midplane by diffusion, or 
toward the electrodes by a combination of drift and diffu- 
sion. At 1.0 and 2.0 Torr, the net electron conduction cur- 
rent in the bulk plasma is at many times actually opposed 
by the bulk electric field. In this respect, the current bal- 
ance resembles that in a semiconductor p-n junction. 

The electron source rates as a function of O2 pressure 
are shown in Fig. 12. These source rates include the con- 
tributions of electron impact ionization, attachment, and 
dissociative recombination. The net local source may then 
be negative, denoting a sink for electrons at that particular 
location and phase. At all pressures there exists a net loss 
of electrons over a majority of the space and time of the rf 
cycle, a consequence of the lower electron thresholds for 
attachment and dissociative recombination compared to 
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FIG. 11. Electric field contours for various pressures in 02. (a) 0.25, (b) 
0.5, (c) 1.0, and (d) 2.0 Torr. Contours are equally spaced between the 
range of values listed at the top of each figure. Clear areas denote positive 
electric field values; shaded areas denote negative electric field values. The 
boundary between clear and shaded areas is a field reversal. The labeling 
scheme for contour plots is explained in Ref. 68. 

ionization. The electron source is maximum at the edge of 
the sheath at the cathodic portion of the rf cycle and ex- 
tends somewhat across the discharge. The trend is from 
one of a relatively distributed (in space and time) positive 
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FIG. 12. Total net source rates for electron impact reactions leading to 
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FIG. 13. Time-averaged densities for a He rf discharge contaminated by 
100 ppm (parts per million) of dry air. The conditions are otherwise 
identical to those in Figs. 3-6. The electron density is decreased by a 
factor of 2 with this small amount of contamination. See Ref. 68 for the 
plotting methodology. 

source at lower pressures to one which is very localized at 
the maximum extent of the rf sheaths at higher pressures. 

IV. SIMULATED rf DISCHARGES IN GAS MIXTURES 

In this section we present results that demonstrate the 
ability of the hybrid model to address complex discharge 
plasmas in gas mixtures. We present results for a dry air- 
contaminated He discharge (He/N/O,), an etching gas 
mixture (He/CFd02), and SiH4/NHs mixtures appropri- 
ate for the deposition of silicon nitride iihns. 

A. He/N,/O* 

Contaminants in He discharges have long hampered 
attempts to measure He swarm parameters because the 
numerous metastable He atoms have sufficient internal en- 
ergy to ionize all other gas phase neutrals.6g He discharges 
are particularly sensitive to molecular impurities. This sen- 
sitivity results from there being no electron inelastic loss 
processes in He at energies < 20 eV (other than multistep 
excitation), no appreciable recombination, and no attach- 
ment. All processes are possible with a small amount of a 
molecular impurity. 

A He&/O2 gas mixture has been modeled to illus- 
trate the changes to the pristine He discharges presented in 
Figs. 3-6 that may be caused when they are contaminated 
by 100 ppm (parts per million) of dry air 
(Nz/O, = 0.8/0.2). The charge densities in the contami- 
nated He discharge are shown in Fig. 13. The contami- 
nated discharge acts very much like an electropositive He 
discharge in that charge balance in the bulk is provided by 
nearly equal densities of .electrons and He + ions. Contam- 
inant ions, NC and Oc, comprise approximately 5% of the 
charge density in the bulk plasma, corresponding to a frac- 
tional ionization for the contaminants of a few 10 - 4. Neg- 
ative ions such as 0 - are quickly lost through ion-ion 
recombination with He t. The negative ions are strongly 
confined to the discharge midplane by the positive time- 
averaged plasma potential. The Nz densities here are suf- 
ficiently low that three-body collisions leading to N$ are 
negligible. 
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The most radical change to the He discharge with air 
contamination is the absolute plasma density, which has 
decreased by a factor of ~2 compared to the pristine case. 
This occurs in spite of the addition of species (Ns and 0,) 
that have a lower ionization threshold energy. The 
presence of N2 and O2 reduces the number of high-energy 
electrons (“lowers the tail” of the EED) and results in a 
lower rate of ground state He ionization. He metastable 
atoms are lost when they ionize the contaminants, but 
this should not directly affect the He + production 
rate because metastable-metastable ionization 
(He* + He* + He + -I- He + e) does not greatly contribute 
to the overall He + production for these conditions. The 
loss rate of He* during collisions with the contaminant 
gases is insufficient to significantly alter the shape of the 
He* spatial profile. The absolute He* density in the con- 
taminated discharge is approximately half that of the pris- 
tine case. 
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B. He/CF,/02 

We present here results for a discharge having equal 
parts CF, and 0, buffered with He. The He/O* chemistry 
has already been illustrated in the air-contaminated He 
discharge just presented. CF4 is an interesting addition to 
the fill gas mixture because CF4 does not form a stable ion, 
either positive or negative. CF, can be ionized to form 
CF$ during collisions with He* or He + , but not during 
interactions with 0: or 0 + . However, the CFC fragment 
has insufficient internal energy to ionize any other fill gas 
atom or molecule. 
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Results for the HeKFJ02 mixture are shown in Fig. 
14. The discharge is distinctly electronegative, with the 
electron density [Fig. 14(a)] an order of magnitude lower 
than the total positive ion density. The threshold energy 
for He + production is high, and the He + density is there- 
fore nearly two orders of magnitude lower than that for 
CF$, F-, Oz, Of, or O-, despite the gas mixture, which 
is 90% He [Fig. 14(b)]. He+ is produced in significant 
quantities only near the rf sheath. It is quickly lost by 
charge exchange to both 0, and CF,, and by ion-ion re- 
combination in the bulk plasma. 

FIG. 14. Results from a 1 Torr He/C!F~02 = 0.9/0.05/0.05 gas mixture, 
200 V rf voltage amplitude. (a) The electron density for ten instants 
during one half of the rf cycle, (b) the time-averaged charged particle 
densities, and (c) the V-I characteristic. 

reactions between radicals. It is believed that major pre- 
cursors to Si,N, deposition are amino-silane complexes, 
initially formed by reaction between SiH, and NH2 
radicals,7*y72 

The V-1 characteristic for this discharge is shown in 
Fig. 14(c). The discharge is very capacitive, with a nearly 
sinusoidal current waveform, which leads the voltage by 
75” and has < 5% third harmonic content. This result is 
perhaps surprising, but it is typical of the gas mixtures and 
conditions studied. The V-1 characteristic is not very sen- 
sitive to drastic changes in the discharge chemistry or op- 
erating conditions. 

NH2+SiH3dSiH2(NH2) +H. (9) 
Higher-order precursors are formed by successive insertion 
reactions by NH2, for example, 

NH,+SiH,(NH,) +SiH(NH2)2+H. ( 10) 
The NH2 and SiHs radicals are formed by either electron 
impact dissociation of the feedstock gases (NH, and SiH,) 
or, in the case of SiH,, by hydrogen abstraction32 

C. SiH,/NH, 

SiH@IHs gas mixtures are often used for the plasma 
deposition of Si3N4 dielectric films for microelectronics 
fabrication.71 The typical discharge conditions are gas pres- 
sures of a few hundred mTorr and gas mixtures that are 
lean in SiH,. These discharges are somewhat unique in that 
the deposition precursor is not a product of direct electron 
impact of the feedstock gases, but is rather a product of 

H+Si&-tSiH3+H,. (11) 
The reaction hierarchy in these deposition plasmas can be 
quite complex.33 

To examine these ‘deposition plasmas, rf discharges in 
SiHJNH3 mixtures have been simulated using the hybrid 
model, and the results have been used as input to a com- 
panion plasma chemistry model. Only reactions that affect 
charged particle production, transport, and loss have been 
included in the NCTM and SCFM of the hybrid model for 
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PIG. 15. Plasma parameters for rf d ischarge in SiH@H3 = O.VO.9 at 
0.2 Torr. (a) Electric tleld, (b) electron temperature, (c) net source/sink 
rate for electron impact react ions leading to the product ion or removal of 
SiH3, and  (d) rate of dissociative at tachment e  +  NH, - NH, +  H -. The 
results are representat ive for all SiHJNH, mixtures presented here. The  
labeling scheme for contour plots is explained in Ref. 68. 

the reasons discussed in Sec. II D. Representative results 
from the SiHJNH, discharges are shown in F ig. 15  for a  
200  mTorr  m ixture of SiH@H, = O .YO.9. The  electric 
field, shown in F ig. 15  (a), has a  double layer as the rf 
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PIG. 16. The  peak  charged particle densit ies as  a  function of SiH, fraction 
in the SiHJNHs discharges. The  electrode gap  is 2.54 cm. Due to the 
lower ionization potential of NH3 and  the rapid rate of charge exchange 
leading to formation of NH:, even discharges having nearly half SiH4 
resemble NH, plasmas. 

sheath contracts from its maximum extent. The  electron 
temperature, shown in F ig. 15  (b), is high ( ~4 eV) when 
and where the rf sheaths expand into the discharge volume, 
but relatively low and constant (~0.4 eV) in the bulk 
p lasma near the discharge m idplane. The  net electron-im- 
pact source rate for SiHz is shown in F ig. 15(c) and  con- 
sists of the sum of its production during electron impact of 
ground state SiH,+ (e + SiHh-e+ SiHc + H) and  its loss 
through dissociative recombination (e 
+ SiHz -+SiH2 + H). The  former process has a  high 
threshold energy (15.4 eV) and  therefore occurs only 
where the electron energy is high, near  the expanding 
sheaths. Dissociative recombination occurs throughout the 
rf cycle since this process has zero threshold energy. In 
contrast, the rate for dissociative attachment of electrons 
to NH3 (e + NH3-tNH2 + H- ) is shown in F ig. 15(d). 
This process has a  low (but nonzero) threshold energy and  
therefore occurs primarily in the bulk p lasma where the 
electron density is high and  the electron temperature is 
low. The  rate for this process is relatively insensitive to the 
rf variations in the sheaths. 

The  peak charged particle densities for various 
SiH+/NH, gas m ixtures are shown in F ig. 16. These dis- 
charges are all relatively similar because to first order they 
can be  thought of as NH3 discharges in terms of ion com- 
position. The  ionization threshold energy for NH3 is lower 
than that for SiH4, so the dominant electron-impact-pro- 
duced ions in all cases are products of NH3 (NH: and  
NH: ) . Both of these ions can abstract H from either SiH, 
or NH3 to form either NH: or NH::@ 

(124 

(12b) 

The negative ion formation rate is at no  time  sufficient to 
result in a  discharge with electronegative characteristics. 
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FIG. 17. Volume-averaged densities of minor neutral species as a function 
of SiH4 fraction. A deposition precursor to S&N,+ is believed to be 
SiH2(NH2), formed by the reaction between SiHs and NH,. Production 
of the precursor peaks at a SiI-& mole fraction of approximately 0.3. See 
Ref. 68 for the plotting methodology. 

Si-containing ions may react to form SiH,N + and 
SiHH3N + which cannot charge exchange to form NH:, but 
this reaction pathway is of only m inor importance to the 
overall charge balance. The net result is that most ioniza- 
tions eventually result in the production of NH2 , and that 
the discharge (up to a SiH, mole fraction of 0.5) is always 
much like a discharge in pure NHs. 

The source rates for all electron impact processes from 
each of these calculations has been used as input to a sep- 
arate neutral plasma chemistry/flow model in which a 
comprehensive plasma chemistry reaction scheme has been 
implemented. Details of the plasma chemical reaction 
scheme are discussed in Ref. 33. This model presumes that 
the SiHJNH, gas m ixture is admitted to the discharge 
chamber through a showerhead in one of the electrodes 
and flows radially outward to a vacuum pump. The species 
densities are found using the calculated gas flow field, dif- 
fusion coefficients, and gas phase reaction rate coefficients. 

The results from the hybrid model and the plasma 
flow/chemistry model are shown in Fig. 17, again as a 
function of SiI$/NH3 m ixture. SiH,(NH,) is thought to 
be the precursor for high-quality S&N, films, and it forms 
in association reactions between SiH, (which increases 
with increasing SiH, fraction) and NH2 (which decreases 
with increasing SiH, fraction). NH, which is more reactive 
with the silane than NH= decreases in density more 
quickly with increasing SiH, fraction than NH2 The 
model predicts a maximum volume-averaged precursor 
density of z 1.5 X 10” cm - 3 at a m ixture of 
SiH4/NH4z0.3/0.7. 

Details of the gas phase chemistry are shown in Fig. 
18. The NH density is largest for a pure NH3 discharge, 
but decreases with increasing SiH, fraction because it is 
lost in reactions with SiH, and SiH3 [Fig. 18 (a)]. The SiH2 
density increases with SiH, fraction for low SiH, fraction, 
but is lost at higher SiH, mole fractions reaction by the 
insertion *reaction SiH2 + SiH4-Si,H6 [Fig. 18 (b)]. In 
both of these cases, the radical (NH or SiH2) is lost in 
reactions with one of the feedstock gases (SiH4 or NH3). 
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FIG. 18. Minor neutral species density profiles from the companion 
plasma chemistry/flow model for various SiH, fractions in SiI$/NHs 
mixtures: (a) NH, (b) SiH,, and (c) SiH, and NH,. NH and SiH, are 
depleted during gas phase collisions with the fill gases. SiH, and NH2 are 
lost only during collisions with other gas phase radicals and so their 
densities are diffusion dominated. 

Contrast this with the variation in SiH3 and NH, density as 
a function of SiH, fraction, shown in Fig. 18 (c). The ma- 
jor gas phase loss mechanisms for these two radicals in- 
volve reactions with other gas phase radicals, the density of 
which is low relative to the feedstock gases. Losses of these 
radicals are therefore diffusion dominated for all SiH, frac- 
tions presented. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this article we have presented a hybrid model of rf 
discharges consisting of a Monte Carlo simulation of elec- 
tron motion, a self-consistent drift-diffusion (fluid) model 
of charged particle transport, and a neutral chemistry/ 
transport model. We conjectured that such a model should 
have the quantitative accuracy of a fully self-consistent 
kinetic simulation (since the electrons are described kinet- 
ically) yet execute with the speed of a fluid model. This 
latter advantage exists because we only require that statis- 
tical noise be sufficiently small to obtain the source rates, 
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and not the much more stringent requirement that the 
statistical noise be sufficiently small to solve Poisson’s 
equation. We found that computation time is indeed dom- 
inated by the self-consistent fluid portion of the model, and 
that the execution time is therefore comparable to an or- 
dinary drift-diffusion model. The hybrid model predictions 
are in good quantitative agreement with line electron den- 
sities in He discharges measured by microwave interferom- 
etry and spectroscopic measurements of excited state den- 
sities, verifying that quantitative accuracy is possible by 
using such a hybrid model. The hybrid model is able to 
address multiple species systems having complex ion and 
neutral chemistry. 

The neutral transport/chemistry portion of the model 
allows one to address discharges in gas mixtures where gas 
phase neutral chemistry is important. Even in discharges in 
noble gases such as He, which are void of chemistry in the 
traditional sense, neutral species such as the He metastable 
can affect the discharge; In the case of He, we observed 
moderate increases in plasma density and decreases in dis- 
charge resistance due to He* contributions to the total 
charged particle production through Penning and multi- 
step ionization. In cases where minor neutral species play 
no appreciable role in the overall charge balance, accurate 
modeling of their behavior can still be important because it 
can provide a convenient point of contact with experiment. 
For example, absolute He* densities can be measured with 
good spatial resolution using a combination of absorption 
and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy.36 In cases 
such as the SiH4/NH3 mixtures presented, gas phase rad- 
icals are minor species and play minor roles in the charged 
particle balance, but are of great importance because of 
their role in the deposition of Si3N,. 

The success of a hybrid model in large part hinges on 
the degree of “coupling” required between the electron 
Monte Carlo simulation (EMCS), the self-consistent fluid 
model (SCFM ) , and the neutral chemistry/transport 
model (NCTM) . For the results presented here, the 
SCFM was run for 5-20 rf cycles before returning to the 
EMCS to obtain updated (quasi-steady-state) electron col- 
lision rates. The NCTM (which generates steady-state neu- 
tral densities based on the source rates averaged over one rf 
cycle) is updated at each new SCFM time step. This iter- 
ative scheme was successful here in that it is numerically 
stable and executes in an acceptable amount of computer 
time. One can imagine instances, however, where this cou- 
pling scheme is insufficient to lead to a harmonic steady- 
state solution. One example is a discharge that is only mar- 
ginally sustained, such that a small decrease in pressure or 
rf voltage would result in discharge extinction. In an actual 
discharge a small decrease in the plasma density leads to 
greater field penetration into the bulk and a large increase 
in the ionization rate over a short time (perhaps < 1 rf 
cycle). The source rates in the hybrid model would need to 
be updated on a similar time scale. In many cases, how- 
ever, the coupling scheme presented in this article is quite 
effective. 

Results for several homogeneous fill gas discharges 
were presented. He discharges were presented as a basis of 

comparison to previous models and to experimental results 
from the GEC reference cell. The predicted mean electron 
density were in good agreement with microwave interfer- 
ometry measurements for 0.5 and 1.0 Torr He, 2.54 cm 
gap, and ~0.1 W/cm2 power deposition. He metastable 
atoms were found to have only a moderate effect on the 
overall plasma density for these conditions. Several 1.0 
Torr N2 plasmas were presented for the same gap and 
range of power deposition as He. Dissociative recombina- 
tion processes absent in He discharges allow for the for- 
mation of time-averaged electrostatic traps for the positive 
ions in Np O2 discharges for a range of pressures at 200 V 
peak applied rf voltage were presented as an example of an 
electronegative discharge. For an electrode gap of 1.6 cm, 
a 0.25 Torr 0, discharge was found to be quite electrone- 
gative, with the electron density less than 0.03 that of 
0: and O-, which nearly balance. As the pressure was 
increased, however, the 0, discharge became quite elec- 
tropositive. At 1.0 Torr, the electron density and 0 - den- 
sity are approximately equal, and above 1.0 Torr, the eleo 
tron density is greater than the 0 - density. At the same 
time, the mean electron energy at the discharge midplane 
fell from >2 eV (0.25 Torr) to ~0.2 eV (2.0 Torr), as 
might be expected from the change of the discharge char- 
acter from electronegative to electropositive. 

Discharges in several gas mixtures were presented. A 
He discharge contaminated with 100 ppm of dry air was 
found to have a peak plasma density approximately half 
that of its pristine value. The discharge in other respects 
was much like a pristine electropositive He discharge in 
that only minor densities of negative ions were formed. A 
He/CFd/02 discharge was presented as an illustration of a 
typical etching discharge chemistry. Finally, discharges in 
several SiH4/NH3 mixtures were presented as an illustra- 
tion of a deposition chemistry. For mixtures up to equal 
parts SiH4 and NH3 (200 mTorr, 200 V, 2.54 cm gap), the 
SiH4/NH3 discharges were found to be much like dis- 
charges in pure NH3 because most ions in a SiH4/NH3 
discharge will charge exchange and abstract H until reach- 
ing NH,+. A companion plasma chemistry/flow model of 
the entire Si3N4 deposition chemistry was used to generate 
the density of minor radical species that do not affect the 
discharge dynamics, but that are pivotal to the deposition 
process. 
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